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Abstract 

Wet paddy field weeds were initially collected by hand but this manual process of removing 
weeds was time taking and less efficient and got removed a few years ago by the use of 
instruments. Weeds are now used as fertilizers for several days. Manual weeder is a tool which is 
installed on a metal frame structure with handle and two cylindrical rollers. It is a push-and-pull 
procedure in which an individual pushes the machine forward for approximately three feet, pulls 
it back and repeats the procedure accordingly. Weeds are uprooted while pressing/pushing action 
and the weeds are buried there itself during pulling action.This project offers a semi-automatic 
weeder that can be operated in just forward direction to overcome the push and pull operation. 
Semi-automatic weeder with petrol engine, spur, chains and sprocket arrangements shall be the 
same as manual weeder. The unit is so designed as to rotate the front roller in a clockwise 
direction facilitating uprooting of weeds and loosening of soil. The back roller rotates in anti-
clockwise direction and buries the roots at the same time. One of the main problems in the 
project is to move the machine forward, reducing human fatigue and increasing efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Weed is anundesirable plant that people judge not to be of any use and is unwanted to flourish in 
a certain location[1]–[5]. The weeds which grow in conjunction with paddy crops produce low 
output and reduce the yield. Their capacity to compete for CO2, space, humidity, sunlight and 
nutrients constitutes the greatest obstacles for production of rice on a large scale[4], [6]–[11]. 
Sometimes weedy crop leads to a total failure in the crop yield that leads to elevating costs of the 
crops. Weeds are considered to account a one-third of the total losses caused by different biotic 
factors. The suggested project aims to create a semi-automatic weeding machine through which 
an individual can move the machine in forward direction to obtain a higher performance and 
more yield.The equipment is mounted to the mainframe to accommodate the engine and bearing 
house. The gasoline engine is mounted to the frame structure. The residential block is composed 
of powered driven shafts, sprockets and spur gear train, etc. Adequate security precautions for 
chain, pulleys, gears, etc. are recognized and supplied. The main frame is attached to two 
comparable rollers and these rollers are fabricated with blades. Petrol engine operates by pulling 
of thread and knob arrangement. There is a throttle lever, petrol tank and electrical cut-off switch 
which are mounted on the handle to operate easily. The engine starts by pulling the thread by 
keeping the throttle in zero position. Operator can operate the throttle by which the front roller 
rotates anticlockwise and the rear roller rotates in the opposite direction. While pushing action, 
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weeds are uprooted by the front roller and the soil gets loosen and rear roller does the burying 
action simultaneously. 

 
RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

 
The device was designed and created with a few changes to the mainframe, taking current 
manual weeder as a reference and using the petrol engine, sprockets, shaft, chain and gears upon 
the mainframe. The total weight of the device is approximately 14 kg, which a person on the 
field can handle easily and operate it for removing and burying the weeds. Grip is installed  in 
the handle of the device to hold the device in an appropriate position for easy operating. The 
handle holds the device in a suitable place and can be operated easily. The lever is mounted on 
the correct side of the handle grip to allow the operator to move the lever very conveniently.To 
stop the engine, the electrical cut-off button is attached to the left of the handle. The system is 
intended to be ergonomic in operation, so that the front roller rotates in the anti-clockwise 
direction and the back roller rotates in the opposite direction. The front roller uproots the weeds, 
and loosens the soil and simultaneously weeds get buried with the help of back roller. Due to the 
rotation of the motor shaft and manual push action, the device moves forward. 
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